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Brian Royâ€™s heart canâ€™t handle another ghost â€“ his wife would kill him long before his bad
heart does! Yet, he canâ€™t leave his cousin Mitchell hanging. Mitch is principal of the Academy.
After a cataclysmic senior class prank, the school is in shambles and dark secrets in the cellar
escape. Bodies are piling up and Brian has no choice but to step in and hopefully save Mitchell and
his school.Old Nathaniel Weiss, a cunning conversationalist, was the founder of the Academy. Greg
Weston, a powerful pugilist, was a graduate long ago. The two sinister spirits wreak havoc as Mitch
and Brian race against time to stop them from smooth-talking everyone into doing their deadly
deeds or beating them to death! Itâ€™s war and Brian needs to prepare for a deadly battle.As the
undead rise again, Brian faces a specter more deadly than any he could ever imagine. He realizes
heâ€™ll have to face his own personal demons ... and only time will tell if heâ€™ll be the victim or
the victor.
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Review of THE ACADEMY by Ron Ripley (Moving In #6)I think this is the best in this wonderful
series, along with Book #1, Movin' In. This series relates the ghost-hunting, ghost-capturing,
physically dangerous adventures of Brian Roy, a man who can not only see ghosts, but
communicate with them. In THE ACADEMY, a senior class prank causes not only damage to the
physical plant among the several buildings at the Academy, a historic school in Connecticut, but
releases the founder's ghost, a man whose self-centeredness is only surpassed by his will.Brian will
go the depths and suffer terrible danger in this novella, which will engross and entice readers.

I have enjoyed each book in this series. Ron Ripley really knows how to create a chilling story that
grabs the attention and won't let go. The characters were really interesting, the story of Charlie
added another layer to the plot. I really hope that Herman will get his own series. Anyone looking for
a fantastic read that is scary good will enjoy this entire series.

A great tribute to finish up the Moving In Series. I was so disappointed to learn that Ron was leaving
the series behind; however, he could not have closed it up any better. The end had me in tears
(which is not normal for a horror book), just let me say they were happy tears. Good job Ron!

The book is one more best reads from Ripley. The characters are extremely interesting and
delightful. I have read several of his moving in stories and enjoyed them all. The main character
Brian Roy is a well built star and believable. Good read highly recommended.

Another great story from Mr. Ripley, but terrible editing on this one. There's a couple of scenes that
don't make a whole lot of sense because of the editing, but they're easy to get by and the story itself
is very engaging.

This was a entertaining collection. Couldn't wait till the next one was published. Hope it's not the last
one! All of Ron Ripley books I've enjoyed. He's a new author for me. Can't wait for the next one I will
read.

Mr. Ripley has done it again with another fast paced and interesting story in the Moving In series.
Brian Roy faces possible death to help his cousin Mitchell, and also discovers a shocking truth from
his past. Is this the last case for Brian? Really enjoyed the story, just as good as the rest of the
books in this series. I have been telling all my friends who enjoy horror/supernatural reads to check

out Ron Ripley. You won't be disappointed!

Another great installment! I mean, how do I pick my favorite in the Moving In books? For me, it's like
picking your favorite child. Each one of these stories brings another twist and more incredible
characters, in addition to the great regulars, to this excellent series. You'll find out a bit more about
Brian Roy's past in this story. Pretty emotional stuff! I just can't wait to get to the next!
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